
 

 
 

To: All students enrolled in AP Calculus AB/BC 
From: AP Calculus teacher, Mr. Collins 
 
 
 
 
 
An Introduction to Calculus: 
 

In some ways, Calculus involves taking what you already know a step further. You know how to 

find the slope of a line, right? You probably don’t know how to find the slope of a curve because 

it’s constantly changing – but Calculus helps us do that. ‘Traditional’ math tells us how to find 

the slope of a line, and Calculus tells us how to find the slope of a curve. ‘Traditional’ math tells 

us how to find the length of a rope pulled taut, but Calculus tells us how to find the length of a 

curved rope. ‘Traditional’ math tells us how to find the area of a flat, rectangular roof, but 

Calculus tells us how to find the area of a curved dome-shaped roof. Get the idea?  

How does Calculus manage to pull this off? Imagine a curve like this: 

 

If you were to zoom in a few times, each part of the curve would kind of look like a line, wouldn’t 

it? And if “a few times” wasn’t enough, you could zoom in more. And more. And more. In fact, 

you could zoom in nearly an infinite number of times until the curve became enough like a line 

that you could treat it that way. “What makes calculus such a fantastic achievement is that it 

actually zooms in infinitely. In fact, everything you do in calculus involves infinity in one way or 

another, because if something is constantly changing, it’s changing infinitely often from each 

infinitesimal moment to the next.”  

(excerpt taken from http://media.wiley.com/product_data/excerpt/84/07645249/0764524984.pdf )  

 

This process – doing something an infinite number of times until the problem becomes figure-

out-able – is the foundation of Calculus. The process is called a “limit” and it’s what we’ll be 

talking about in our first month of Calculus together.  

 
 
 
 

AP Calculus Summer Assignment 



   

Next year, we will be using the following resource (Version #1 - Calculus (flippedmath.com)).  
 
You have two options.  
 
You can print each Unit yourself as we go through the curriculum, or you can purchase the 
workbook that has all of the note-taking guides and practice sheets all together, bound in a very 
nice book. 
We have a discount they are giving us to purchase the book. Please either purchase the book 
and bring it with you on the first day of school OR be prepared to print Unit 1 (62 pages) during 
the first week of school. AB has 8 units (382 pages), BC has 10 Units (563 pages). 
 
FOLLOW THE CORRECT LINK!  
There is a separate AP Calculus AB book and AP Calculus BC book. 
 
Link to AB workbook:  AP Calculus AB workbook (flippedmath.com) 
https://www.flippedmath.com/store/p54/AP_Calculus_AB_Workbook.html#/ 
Coupon code:  Steinbrenner25AB 
 
Link to BC workbook: AP Calculus BC workbook (flippedmath.com) 
https://www.flippedmath.com/store/p66/AP_Calculus_BC_Workbook.html#/ 
Coupon code:  Steinbrenner25BC 
 
 
 
 
The following is the Summer Assignment for students who are taking AP Calculus  
at Steinbrenner HS for the 2022-2023 school year. If you took AP Calculus AB last  
year, this is a new assignment, and DOES need to be completed by August 10th, 2022, and 
brought to class on the first day of school.  
 
Summer practice problem directions: 

1. Read the following algebra review pages 1-11. You may print or take notes if you find it 
helpful. 

2. On your own paper, copy and complete the following exercises (1-108, 127-144, 149-
156), showing ALL work! Write your name on the top of each page you use. You 
may use the front and back of each page. If you only have answers, the grade will be a 
zero. ALL problems require you to show your work. All problem types have examples in 
pages 1-11. If you get stuck on any problems, consult the examples, consult fellow 
classmates, consult other resources. 

 
Please adhere to these directions or the summer assignment grade may be a zero. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://calculus.flippedmath.com/version-1.html
https://www.flippedmath.com/store/p54/AP_Calculus_AB_Workbook.html#/
https://www.flippedmath.com/store/p66/AP_Calculus_BC_Workbook.html#/



























